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       Product & Company FAQ Sheet 

Product Innovation & Development 

Fig Leaf Cushions Covers started out as founder Jack Faller’s clever solution to a problem he 
faced living in the Pacific Northwest.  In annoying quick succession, his expensive outdoor 
cushions would become mildewed and faded.  As a serial inventor and entrepreneur, Faller 
studied the problem and developed a unique idea he couldn’t believe nobody had thought of 
before: simply create new covers for existing cushions.  It would save the money for brand new 
furniture, but also protect the environment by not tossing out perfectly good cushions which 
don’t easily decompose in a landfill.  

The first iteration of cushion covers Faller designed wound up being 
overly complex, using a buckle system to keep them in place.  With 
experimentation, he came up with an elastic, form-fitting cover design 
which was both simple, elegant, and also gave the option of quickly 
changing up cushion designs to suit any season or décor. The result was 
a convenient product that could help anyone in America who owned 
outdoor furniture solve this common, expensive, and wasteful issue 
every home owner eventually faced.  

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

Are Fig Leaf Cushion Covers washable? 

Yes, they are washable, durable, and safe for your machine.  Any time your cushion covers get 
dirty, smelly, or spilled on, just pop them in the wash and back on your cushions! 

What is the fiber content for Fig Leaf Cushion Covers? 

The fiber content for most of our cushion covers are 95% polyester, 5% spandex. This 
configuration allows them to stretch and be optimally form-fitting.  We have a few velvet 
materials that are form-fitting as well. 
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How do I know which size will fit my cushions? 

Please visit our size chart, and if you have a cushion that is just a bit in-between sizes, simply 
order the larger size.  Fig Leaf covers can be easily tightened to ensure a perfect fit! 

Can I get a custom color or design for my Fig Leaf Cushion 
Cover? 

Yes, you can order a custom cover fabric design featuring 
specific colors, prints, or even custom wording. Just email us 
with the details of what you’re looking for. 

Can I mix and match different styles? 

Yes, we have many solid colors that match different prints. If you have any questions about 
what complementary styles or colors might work well together, please contact us and our in-
house style consultant will help you decide what works best for you. 

 

Media Contact: David Dayton 
Ph: (503) 781-1702 
david@firecirclepdx.com 

https://figleafcushioncovers.com/size-chart/

